
Dom Ys; predictions and explanations..

This was a set of predictions that Dom made.. “Because of the Film ‘Soylent Green’ 
and because people were cynical.. there wasn’t much expectation that the human 
race would survive.. So as the most archetypal dystopian prediction.. People drew 
up the idea that if people could be given the best shot of survival.. the they could 
justify basically disposing of them.. So they said.. if you were thought to survive.. 
given there’s no shot.. we could take your genetic input, put it into plant DNA and 
crush the plant seeds.. one day you’ll be a plant person.. even though you won’t… 
but it was found that you could make a flurry from stem celling the plant seeds 
mush.. People had the idea that people might not like vegetables that distinctly 
tasted of vegetable.. people liked the idea but not the taste.. so a cellulose structure 
was constructed of Coca Cola tar… it was thought the lactating part of a human 
could be the part that was safe to grow… so long as the soil had Jackals blood in it.. 
and was grown into milk thistles.. synthetics of food grew rapidly.. something like Lil’ 
Lisa Slurry was made.. but for the rich out of caviar.. and it tasted like condensed 
milk.. it was another stem cell product.. had with sea weed… when the synthetics 
came on the market it came with a warning.. that some of the vegetation had lost a 
little bit of energy due to Global Warming.. but we working on that.. it made the 
change more seamless but people stocked up on tinned vegetables and tuna cans 
just in case.. Eventually people became a little dissillusioned with the vegetables that 
they were eventually told might have more to do with bees.. and the manufacturers 
saw it as fitting to waste the human life made product on fertiliser for African farmers, 
that zombie ants harvested.. eventually, the fertiliser began to splinter to the surface.. 
and it was taken back to a lab that had been taken over by a Japanese firm… 
Because this seemed like a possible reality.. it justified causally, that an angel in 
coordination with mole people could have grown all our food for us.. its just that one 
of the faces of the angel was a demon.. the end..”


